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CONFORT DINA, S.L.  
DINA TAPIZADOS
Tax ID Number: B73405938

In 1972, our brand "DINA TAPIZADOS" is born to offer to the Upholstery World Market, the
best quality, comfort and elegance.

With this idea, we are helped by a great human team, who works with ambition, effort and
overcoming. Just in this moment, we are proud to be able to offer to our customers and distributors
those three attributes.

We would like, with our performances, to satisfy the most demanding needs of the consumers.

"DINA Tapizados" upholstery is able to offer you three ranges of products: Classic, Modem and
New Trends, all made at its 10.000 m2 of installations where CONFORT DINA S.L. control and
produce the 100% of its production. Made in Spain.

After 38 years of experience, "DINA Tapizados" upholstery propose you a very well-chosen
production system, adding to its products (armchairs, sofas, comer units, sofa-beds, a line of relax
- armchair and sofas and complementary items ) , design, quality and a good price, giving the
possibility ,to our customers to choose any of our model in our more than 1.000 of fabrics
references to obtain a very good profit buying and selling our items.

The human and technical resources of  "DINA Tapizados" have proved to be able to adapt itself at
each evolutionary phase and to the subsequent transformations which have taken place throughout
the company`s history.

Contract canal: Now the company have a Contract department when we can study and do any
specific product that the customer need for a project with an specific budget accord to the
customer needs.

CONFORT DINA S.L. has increased, just now, its commercial targets as in its
National Market like in the rest of Europe (France, Belgium, Hungary, Cyprus, Latvia, Portugal,
Slovenia, Check and Slovak Republics, Ukraine , U.K, Russia, etc.), in the Middle East, Morocco,
Libya, Algeria, Togo, Gabon, Mozambique and Japan , looking ,always and over there , for the
best Distributors and Customers to introduce , the both together, the "DINA Tapizados" upholstery
items around the World.

The company also are partner of the the most important association in Spain as: AREMA,
CETEM, MADEMA, ICEX and ANIEME.
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